This work deals with the configuration interaction method when an N-electron Hamiltonian is projected on Slater determinants which are classified according to their seniority number values. We study the spin features of the wave functions and the size of the matrices required to formulate states of any spin symmetry within this treatment. Correlation energies associated with the wave functions arising from the seniority-based configuration interaction procedure are determined for three types of molecular orbital basis: canonical molecular orbitals, natural orbitals, and the orbitals resulting from minimizing the expectation value of the N-electron seniority number operator. The performance of these bases is analyzed by means of numerical results obtained from selected N-electron systems of several spin symmetries. The comparison of the results highlights the efficiency of the molecular orbital basis which minimizes the mean value of the seniority number for a state, yielding energy values closer to those provided by the full configuration interaction procedure. © 2014 AIP Publishing LLC. [http://dx
I. INTRODUCTION
The solutions of the Schrödinger equation corresponding to an N-electron system for a given basis set are those provided by the full configuration interaction (FCI) method. However, as is well known its practical application requires a high computational cost, especially when dealing with medium and large size systems and extended basis sets. Consequently, this treatment is usually approximated by means of configuration interaction (CI) procedures in which the Nelectron Hamiltonian is projected on a limited number of Slater determinants, that involves truncations in the FCI wave function expansions. [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] Traditionally, these Slater determinants are selected according to the particle-hole excitation level from a determined reference; however in some situations that selection criterion yields spin contaminated wave functions. 8, 9 Alternatively, the concept of seniority number of a determinant 10, 11 is another feature which allows one to classify the Slater determinants involved in the Hamiltonian projection (the seniority number has been defined as the number of singly occupied functions or number of unpaired electrons in a determinant). Results arising from both excitation-and seniority-number-based CI expansions have been reported in Ref. 12 as well as a discussion on the conditions of applicability of each procedure. Likewise, the closed-shell wave functions in the double-occupied configuration interaction method a) Author to whom correspondence should be addressed. Electronic mail:
qfplapel@lg.ehu.es have been related to the seniority CI expansions. 13, 14 One of the purposes of the present work is to enlarge the insights into the seniority-labeled CI method. We show that the wave functions arising from that procedure are eigenstates of theŜ 2 operator and hence it provides spin contamination-free wave functions. Furthermore, we describe the size of the matrices required to implement this procedure in any system (closedor open-shell one) and for any spin symmetry.
In a recent work, the concept of seniority number of a determinant has been extended to N-electron wave functions and to N-electron spin-adapted spaces. 15 In this reference we have shown that the expectation value of the seniority number operator for an N-electron spin-adapted space is an invariant with respect to any unitary transformation of the basis set, while its expectation value for a determined wave function which describes a state is an orbital basis dependent magnitude. This dependence has allowed us to propose transformations of the orbital basis set in order to achieve a minimum value for the seniority number of the FCI N-electron wave function. The compactness of the FCI wave functions has been studied by means of an analysis of their expansions in the basis sets of the canonical molecular orbitals (CMO), in the natural orbitals (NO), 16, 17 and in the molecular orbital sets in which the seniority number possesses a minimum value (M min ). 15 Since the energies and the convergence of the CI expansions depend upon the orbitals from which the configurations are formed, another purpose of the present work is to study the performance of these three types of molecular orbital basis in the seniority-number-based CI expansions, in order to identify the basis which leads to the energy values closer to the FCI results.
The organization of this work is as follows. In Sec. II we describe the seniority number operator and the N-electron spin-squared operator in terms of spin-free replacement operators. This formulation allows one to study suitably the spin features of the seniority-number-based CI wave functions. We also show in that section the size of the matrices required to construct the seniority-number-based CI expansions for closed-and open-shell systems, in states of any spin S. Section III reports results of correlation energies in atomic systems and in linear molecular species at several internuclear distances. CI expansions composed of Slater determinants at a specified seniority number level are studied in the above mentioned molecular orbital bases, in order to investigate their convergence to the FCI values. Finally, Sec. IV discusses the main conclusions of this work.
II. THEORETICAL ASPECTS

A. Spin-adapted CI wave functions
Let {i, j, k, l, . . . } be a set of K orthonormal orbitals and letÊ i j andÊ ik jl be the first-and second-order spin-free replacement operators, respectively, which have been formulated as
in which a † i σ /a i σ is the fermionic creation/annihilation operator corresponding to a spin-orbital i σ (σ means the spin coordinate, α or β).
The N-electron seniority number operatorˆ can be expressed by means of these spin-free replacement operators as
The expectation value of this operator ˆ , respect to an Nelectron Slater determinant, expresses the difference between N (number of electrons), which is the expectation value of the iÊ i i operator, and the number of electrons corresponding to doubly occupied orbitals in that determinant, which is the expectation value of the iÊ ii ii operator. Consequently, the = ˆ quantity for a determinant is an integer which accounts for the number of singly occupied orbitals or number of unpaired electrons. 19, 20 The spin-free version of the N-electron spin-squared operator has also been formulated in terms of second-order replacement operators as
in which the δ symbols indicate the well-known Kronecker deltas.
The formulation of Eqs. (3) and (4) by means of secondorder replacement operators turns out to be especially suitable to evaluate the commutation relationship between the operatorsˆ andŜ 2 , which requires to take the product of two second-order spin-free replacement operators. The general procedure to calculate this type of products has been reported in Refs. 22 
Consequently, one straightforwardly finds
Likewise, it can be shown that
These relationships show that the eigenfunctions of the operatorsŜ 2 andŜ z (the spin-adapted configurations) corresponding to an N-electron system may be expressed by means of linear combinations of Slater determinants having the same value. These eigenfunctions constitute an antisymmetric and spin-adapted finite-dimensional Hilbert space of N electrons constructed with K orbitals; that space will be denoted as
, where the superscript A stands for antisymmetric and obviously ≥ 2S.
Likewise, it is possible to construct linear combinations of degenerate eigenfunctions of theŜ 2 andŜ z operators with S and S z spin quantum numbers corresponding to several values of seniority number (distinct). These linear combination functions are also eigenfunctions of both spin operators but they are no longer eigenfunctions of the operatorˆ , yielding an expectation value ˆ , which may be a non-integer number. They constitute the model space that will be denoted as and identical S z value; they are spin-adapted CI wave functions whose seniority numbers must be expressed by expectation values ˆ . These features ensure that the wave functions derived from the CI method based on the seniority number, which are linear combinations of all Slater determinants with selected values, are pure spin states. However, this result is not ensured in the case of the traditional CI method based on the construction of the N-electron Hamiltonian matrix over the Slater determinants arising from the excitations of a reference Slater determinant, where it is possible to find spin-contaminated states. 8, 9 This feature ap-
pears mainly in open-shell systems, coming from the ambiguity in defining the excitations either in terms of orbitals or in terms of spin-orbitals.
B. Dimension of the seniority-number-adapted spaces
The parameter for a Slater determinant is an integer number meaning the number of single occupied orbitals in the determinant. Consequently, that parameter may be formulated as = N − 2r, where r stands for the number of repeated indices (doubly occupied orbitals) in that determinant. For a quantum number S z ≥ 0, the number of α and β orbitals occupied in a determinant is , the number of possibilities for selecting r doubly occupied orbitals. Consequently, the number of possibilities to select the unpaired β orbitals is
. The product of these three binomial coefficients yields the dimension of the space
, that is the number of Slater determinants of N electrons having a S z eigenvalue and a seniority number that can be constructed with K orbitals, so that 
which is the dimension of the space H A (N, K, S z ) that is the sum of the dimensions of the spaces H A (N, K, S z , ) ∀ . The difference between the dimensions of the spaces
which is identical ∀S z quantum number corresponding to a spin S. Likewise, the sum of the right-hand side terms in Eq. (10) for all possible values of the parameter (all possible values of the index r) reproduces the Weyl-Paldus formula, 25, 26 which is the dimension of the space
(11) The consistency of the dimensions of the -adapted subspaces confirms that the partitioning of S-and S z -adapted spaces according to the values of the seniority number parameter guarantees the use of pure spin states.
III. ENERGY DETERMINATION BY MEANS OF SENIORITY-NUMBER-BASED CI EXPANSIONS
We have calculated electronic energies of atomic and molecular systems in several spin symmetries using CI expansions expressed by means of Slater determinants which have been selected according to the values of the parameter . As mentioned in the Introduction, our purpose is to shed some light on which is the most suitable basis set to recover the largest amount of correlation energy (in absolute value) for a given sequence of values in those determinants. Three types of molecular orbital bases have been utilized in this study: (i) the canonical Hartree-Fock molecular orbitals (CMO), (ii) the natural orbitals (NO) in which the FCI spinfree first-order reduced density matrix is diagonal (generally considered as the one yielding the fastest CI convergence but whose behavior has been questioned, 5, 17 and (iii) the orbitals (M min ) which minimize the expectation value FCI |ˆ | FCI for a given FCI wave function (N, S). 15 The Hartree-Fock reference energies, the Hartree-Fock molecular orbital basis sets, and the one-and two-electron integrals have been obtained from a modified version of the PSI 3.3 package. 27 We have used our own codes to calculate the spin-free secondorder reduced density matrix elements required to determine the orbitals of the basis set M min . These orbitals have been determined following a modified version of the iterative procedure described in Ref. 28 which uses the CMOs as initial basis. In subsequent steps we have also used our own codes to calculate the wave functions of the lowest energy states of each spin symmetry series at several CI levels and at FCI level for these systems; besides we constructed efficient codes to perform the corresponding basis set transformations. In the case of the atomic systems we have used the Huzinaga and Dunning double ζ quality s-type GTO basis sets 29, 30 while the energies of the molecular systems have been calculated in the STO-3G basis sets at several internuclear distances (close to the equilibrium distances and stretched ones). These computational conditions have allowed us to carry out our numerical determinations at an affordable computational cost. Table I reports correlation energies for isoelectronic atomic series in singlet, doublet, triplet, and quartet spin symmetries arising from CI expansions constructed with several sequences of values of the parameter . These sequences start TABLE I. Values of correlation energies (in millihartrees) for isoelectronic atomic systems in singlet, doublet, triplet, and quartet spin symmetries, described at CI (seniority ) and FCI levels, in the basis sets: molecular (CMO), natural (NO), and that minimizing the seniority number (M min 
with the lowest value = 2S, growing up to the highest one = N (the complete sequences become the FCI method). These numerical determinations have been performed in the three mentioned types of molecular orbitals, in order to analyze the performance of each of them and their closeness to the FCI values. Obviously the three molecular orbital sets lead to identical results in the FCI case. As can be observed in that table, the basis sets M min yield better results than the NO and CMO ones in all the cases studied. In the case of N = 4 electrons for singlets and triplets the basis sets CMO also presents better results than those provided by the NO orbitals. We may justify these results in terms of the high dominances found in the CI expansions of the Slater determinants possessing two doubly occupied orbitals ( = 0) for singlets and one doubly occupied orbital ( = 2) for triplets in the CMO basis sets. These features are not longer exhibited in the open-shell systems with N = 5 electrons and = 1 (doublets) in which the convergence in the NO basis sets is superior to the CMO ones. Tables II, III , and IV show results of the correlation energies in linear molecular systems of 4, 5, and 6 electrons, respectively, at several spin symmetries. The atoms of these species have been situated at distances shorter and longer than the TABLE II. Values of correlation energies (in millihartrees) for diatomic species of 4 electrons in singlet and triplet states at several internuclear distances (R), described at CI (seniority ) and FCI levels, in the basis sets: molecular (CMO), natural (NO), and that minimizing the seniority number (M min ). Results correspond to standard STO-3G basis sets. E ref = energy(RHF/ROHF) (in E h ).
TABLE III. Values of correlation energies (in millihartrees) for linear species of 5 electrons in doublet and quartet states at several internuclear distances (R), described at CI (seniority ) and FCI levels, in the basis sets: molecular (CMO), natural (NO), and that minimizing the seniority number (M min ). In the BeH Table IV where (except the BeH 2 singlet system at the shortest internuclear distance) the M min basis sets markedly yield the best results.
IV. CONCLUDING REMARKS
In this work, we have studied spin properties of CI wave functions expanded in Slater determinants selected according to seniority number criteria. We have proved that the wave functions arising from this procedure are eigenfunctions of theŜ 2 operator with a defined spin quantum number S and consequently they have no spin contamination, making the seniority-number-based procedure an interesting option within the CI approaches. The dimensions of the matrices required for implementing this treatment at any seniority level have been reported for the general case of systems with a number of electrons N, any spin S and K orbitals in the basis set. The convergence of the CI results to the FCI ones have been tested in the very popular basis sets CMO and NO as TABLE IV. Values of correlation energies (in millihartrees) for linear species of 6 electrons in singlet and triplet states at several internuclear distances (R), described at CI (seniority ) and FCI levels, in the basis sets: molecular (CMO), natural (NO), and that minimizing the seniority number (M min ). In the BeH 2 molecule R stands for Be-H distance. Results correspond to standard STO-3G basis sets. E ref = energy(RHF/ROHF) (in E h ). well as in the recently proposed bases in which the FCI wave functions reach a minimum seniority number value. The results found in atomic and molecular systems indicate that, for restricted CI spaces according to the seniority number, the M min bases more often lead to energy values closer to the FCI ones than those provided by the more traditional bases. These results also suggest that the rate of convergence towards FCI value can be optimized by working in the orbital basis in which the corresponding CI wave function reaches its minimum seniority number value.
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